
The Big Fix: Mutual Insurance Holding Companies
Mr. Kamen's Opus
As through this world I've rambled,
I've seen lots offunny men.
Some rob you with a six-gun,
Some with afountain pen. ,

-Woody GuthrieA mutual insurance company is
a wonderful concept: selling
insurance to policyholders
"at cost." A mutual can do

this because it has no shareholders-it's a
cooperative owned by its policyholders
and run for their benefit.

Harry Kamen, chairman and CEO of
New York's largest mutual, Metropolitan
Life (MetLife), apparently has a different
notion of a mutual insurance company: he
thinks it should be run for the benefit of - __

its management.
In the last two years or so, Kamen and

the bosses at many of America's largest Chairman Harry Kamen tries to turn MetLife into a Mutual Insurance Holding Company.
mutual life insurers have quietly lobbied
legislators with the goal of enacting laws guards required of other corporations, nor Mutual-insurance-holding-company
permitting mutuals to reorganize as do they require disclosures to policyhold- directors, officers, and employees, not sur-
"mutual insurance holding companies." ers that owners of other widely-held com- prisingly, fare much better. They stand to
These laws permit mutuals to deprive panies are entitled to receive. The con- make $100 billion over time if mutual
their policyholders of ownership rights, version from a mutual to a mutual insur- insurance holding companies become the
create conflicts of interest that favor man- ance holding company doesn't even law of the land. They could get unlimited
agement, and siphon corporate opportuni- require the approval of a majority of eligi- amounts of stock, options, and other
ties to companies owned by directors, ble votes. In fact, as New York's bill is forms of equity, and their equity-unlike
officers, and employees, drafted, MetLife's conversion only that of the policyholders-wouldn't be in

That such unprecedented anti-con- requires the approval of a single policy- the form of membership interests: it
sumer laws have actually been passed in holder. would be in publicly-traded stock of the
16 jurisdictions-with little in the way of Once converted to a mutual insurance intermediate holding company. Thus, the
public hearings-can be ascribed to the holding company, the former mutual officers and directors of the mutual insur-
complexity of the subject and to the insurance company would no longer be ance holding company would have a per-
mutuals' political and financial clout, owned by its policyholders or run for their sonal financial interest that's in direct con-
America's mutual insurers, which provide benefit. Policyholders receive nothing for fiet with the interests of the policyhold-
coverage to 70 million policyholders, have having this value extinguished. ers and "members" they supposedly rep-
$1.1 trillion in assets and are worth about Under New York's bill (which is only resent. This sort of divergence has proven
$250 billion, marginally better than the laws passed disastrous for mutuals and mutual policy-

In New York, a bill drafted by a trade elsewhere), policyholders would merely holders in the past. At Allied Mutual,
organization (the Life Insurance Council retain contractual policy conditions they which had a similar structure, policyhold-
of New York, of which MetLife is the already possess. They would also become ers have lost out on $700 million as a
largest member), would, if it becomes law, "members" of the mutual insurance hold- result of financial maneuvers that benefit-
allow a mutual such as MetLife to, via the ing company, but membership doesn't ed the company's directors, officers, and
miracle of a regulatoty pen stroke, trans- come with much in the way of privileges, employees (see "The Dark Side of
form itself into a stock insurance company (Membership interests can't be sold or Demutualization," Schiff'sInsurance
owned by a publicly-traded holding com- transferred, and members-thanks to an Observer, October 1997 and pages 1
pany that, in turn, will be controlled-but SEC "no-action" letter the mutual through 6 of this issue).
not necessarily owned-by a newly-mint- requests-are precluded from receiving Proponents of mutual insurance hold-
ed mutual insurance holding company. dividends. Worse still, if a policyholder ing companies (such as Kamen) argue that

Mutual-insurance-holding-company dies or his coverage lapses or is canceled, the prospect of enormous self-enrichment
laws make no provisions for the safe- his membership interests evaporate.) never entered their minds and didn't
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affect their decisions. They say that their of the Guardian's 633,659 participating less of whether they've done a good job.

life-insurance companies desperately need policyholders received proxies, and of Led by Harry Kamen and others, mutual

this new legislation because unprecedent- these, 150 were returned (we'd bet that a insurance companies have declared war-

ed changes in the marketplace put $200- large percentage of these were from rather, defense-on their policyholders.

billion behemoths such as MetLife at a employees). They have argued that since policyhold-

disadvantage that threatens their very sur- John Harley, Guardian's vice president ers don't know that they're "owners, or

vival. As Eugene McCarthy remarked of government relations, recently ex- think of themselves as "owners," they
years ago, "We don't declare war any- plained to the New York State Assembly's aren't losing anything in a mutual-insur-
more; we declare national defense." insurance committee, his company's gen- ance-holding-company conversion.

If Harry Kamen's bill becomes law, pol- eral disregard for policyholders' voting We've answered this illogical statement
icyholders' rights could be diverted to a input: "Since these votes are typically on in several ways. One role of regulation is

company owned by MetLife's officers, a noncontested election, only one proxy to protect people's rights, whether or not

directors, and outside shareholders. would need to be returned [emphasis added] they're aware of these rights. Suppose, for

Corporate opportunities that now belong to have a facially valid election under the a moment, that Harry Kamen's grand-

to MetLife-the mutual MetLife-can current regulations. If there were a con- mother had set up a trust for him but
also be diverted, tested election, the law requires a differ- hadn't told him about it. Let's also sup-

The sting doesn't end there. Policy- ent process in which many more proxies pose that David Schiff was Harry's trustee.
holders will, in fact, be more disenfran- would be sought by competing slates, and Just because Harry wasn't aware of the
chised than they already are (even though the returns would be substantially high- trust and, therefore, didn't think of himself
that's hard to imagine) because the insur- er..... However, such a situation has never as an owner of it, would that give Schiff

ance company will no longer be run for arisen." the right to pocket the money? According
their benefit. Policyholders won't even be There's a good reason why such a situa- to the logic proffered by mutual-insurance-
given shares in the event of an IPO. tion has never arisen: it is overwhelmingly company executives, the answer is yes.

(Some might get non-transferable sub- difficult for an outsider to gain a seat on (Don't worry, Harry, if Schiff were your
scription rights permitting them to buy the board of any New York mutual. For trustee you'd get every last penny in the
stock at the same price as outsiders, but example, just to be nominated for trust.)
even that is not assured.) MetLife's board, one would have to Even if we believed the specious argu-

Furthermore, because the mutual insur- obtain the signatures of 12,000 MetLife ment that policyholders aren't "owners,"
ance holding company will control 51% of policyholders (0.1%). Because policyhold- their rights to buy insurance "at cost" and
the voting stock in the downstream public ers only get one vote regardless of the to have the mutual insurance company
company (but not necessarily any of the number of policies they own, a policy- run for their benefit, are rights that have
economic value), the public company won't holder with a dozen $10-million policies value. These rights are extinguished in a
be accountable to outside shareholders, has no more say in his company's affairs mutual-insurance-holding-company con-
who tend enforce some sort of market dis- than a policyholder with a $1,000 policy. version.
cipline. But then, mutual-insurance-com- It's no better at smaller mutuals. In Mutual executives and their pettifog-
pany directors aren't really accountable to 1957, New York law was amended to ging shysters have also argued that policy-
the owners (the policyholders) now, either. make it tougher for policyholders to exer- holders had no "expectation" of owner-
But at least their present mandate-to run cise their rights and get on a mutual's ship when they bought their mutual poli-
the mutual for the policyholders' bene- board; the minimum number of policy- cies. Richard Hemmings, a partner at the
fit-is generally not muddled by the self- holders needed to be nominated was Chicago law firm Lord, Bissell & Brook,
interest of stock ownership in a publicly- raised from 100 to 500. In a memo to echoed that argument in an 11-page, 25-
traded affiliate (Allied Mutual and a few Governor Averell Harriman, New York's footnote paper, "Who Owns a Mutual-A
others being notable exceptions). As superintendent of insurance, Leffert Legal Perspective," which was submitted
Richard Shinn, former president and CEO Holz, provided a remarkable to the NAIC Mutual-Insurance-
of MetLife testified at a 1978 U.S. Senate rationale for this legislation: "A A••Holding-Company working
hearing, "The reason for being a mutual- small company... is at the mercy of ,....%I•I•~ committee. Hemmings, whose
life-insurance company is to provide insur- a small group of persons because, g firm "represents a variety of

ance at cost [emphasis added] to the insur- the policyholders reside in a fair- ., mutual insurers interested in
ing public." ly confined geographical area and it conversion options," predictably

How much say do policyholders have is a simple matter to obtain signatures in the concluded that "a mutual policyholder is
in the corporate governance of their making of independent nominations. The not an 'owner' of an insurer."
mutual insurance companies? Almost company becomes the prey of designing indi- (That conclusion raises the obvious
none. In New York, for example, ballots viduals" [emphasis added]. Mind you, the question: If the mutual policyholder
aren'ti even sent to most policyholders. Only "designing individuals" Holz spoke of doesn't own the company, who does?)
25,000 of New York Life's 3,000,000 eligi- were the mutual's own policyholders! While policyholders may not all have
ble policyholders received a ballot last As any outsider who has ever run for a had an expectation of ownership (most
year, and of these, 1,168 voted. Just corporate board knows, the law, the rules, don't even understand how an insurance
44,000 of MetLife's 12,000,000 participat- the money, and the power are stacked in company works) mutual executives did
ing policyholders voted. Less than 1,000 favor of those already in control--regard- have expectations when they took their
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Mutual Insurance Holding Companies: Pie in the Sky When You Die Pubhc Co. SharSPublic Co.... Shrehlde.....

Mutual Insurance Company Mutual Insurance Holding Company

Directors, Mutual Insurance Control Directors, Officers,
Officers, Policyholders Holding Company ........... ........ Employees

Employees ........... Not an insurance company. Can own unlimited
Not required to have amount of equity in

any equity in subsidiaries Celict Stock Holding Company.
0% 100% other than voting power. efinterest

Must own at _I

Mutual Insurance least 50.1% of
votin rightsCompany

A mutual insurance
company is run for the Controlsole benefit of its Stock ............................... Public Shareholders

policyholders. Company Can own unlimited
"Membership" amount of equity in
"Membership" nterests Can own 1-00% of equity Stock Holding Company.

100%

Stock Insurance Other
Company Investments

Policyholders Formerly a mutual Banks, insurers
insurance company. or anything else

........... Policyholders

jobs, and one of these was that they In Pennsylvania-where mutual poli- dale Princess Hotel in late February. One
would never own stock in their employer, cyholders are treated like satanists at a of the topics he plans to cover is "liriga-
since it was a mutual insurance company. revival meeting-Old Guard Mutual, tion update." (Also on hand to give a talk

Hemmings even went so far as to say which had recently celebrated its centen- will be Richard "policyholders aren't
that Prudential's famous slogan "Own a nial, carried' matters to the extreme, owners" Hemmings.)
piece of the Rock" is merely "advertising when, in late 1996, it turned down a $27.5 Other subjects to be addressed at this
hype." Yet mutual-insurance-company million offer from Donegal Group that great summit include the following:
executives (and political appointees like would have given each policyholder "Protecting the Board and Regulator from
New York's insurance commissioner Neil money, and proceeded with an IPO that Criticism," "Management and Employee
Levin) argue that mutuals' directors, offi- gave most policyholders nothing. Old Benefits in the Demutualization Trans-
cers, and employees are entitled to stock Guard's justification for relieving its poli- action," and our favorite, "Holding the
options and equity in the to-be-formed cyholders of the burden of extra cash was Dream: Is it Possible to Demutualize
public subsidiaries of mutual insurance that Donegal's offer was "contrary to the Without Losing Control?-Utilizing
holding companies. best interests of Old Guard, including its Federal and State Statutory Provisions to

Is "Own a piece of the Rock" really policyholders, agents, employees, suppliers, Maintain Control."
just "advertising hype?" We asked Bob and communities they serve" (emphasis
DeFillippo, vice president of public rela- added). Had Old Guard's CEO, David "•• •y you may ask, if Harry
tions at Prudential, to comment on Hosler, asked our opinion, we'd have 1/1 Kamen's mutual-insurance-
Hemmings' statement. looked him in the eye and said, "Have holding-company law is so bad,

"It's not true," he said emphatically. you, at long last, no sense of decency? haven't MetLife's directors objected to it?
"As Prudential exists today-as a mutual Take care of your policyholders, not your We wondered about that, too, so in
insurance company-our policyholders suppliers." Instead, Old Guard's manage- October we called nine of MetLife's direc-
are our owners." Interestingly, Prudential ment chose to rake in millions of dollars tors: Curtis Barnette, chairman and CEO
hasn't used its famous slogan for ten in stock and options. (In February 1997 of Bethlehem Steel; Joan Ganz Cooney,
years. "We're using customer testimonial the Center for Insurance Research filed a chairman of Children's Television
advertising," DeFillippo said. "The Rock lawsuit challenging the constitutionality Workshop; Burton Dole, chairman of Nell-
is now more central to the logo." As for of the Old Guard conversion; that suit is cot Puritan Bennett; James Houghton,
corporate governance, he noted that six of pending.) Those eager to make money retired chairman of Corning; Harry
Prudential's 24 directors are appointed by "Hosler-style" may want to catch his talk Kamen; Charles M. Leighton, chairman
the chief justice of the New Jersey at the 1998 Insurance Company Restruc- and CEO of CML Group; Allen Murray,
Supreme Court. turing Summit, to be held at the Scotts- retired CEO of Mobil; Hugh Price, presi-
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dent and CEO of the National Urban committed $38.5 million in loans and Assembly hearings (see the following arti-

League; and Ruth Simmons, president of equity through its Social Investment cle).
Smith College. Program. It was there that Kamen played the

We wanted to discuss the New York Between 1993 and 1996, Children's nimble equilibrist-a man whose avuncu-

bill with these folks. We wanted to ask Television Workshop received $12,000 lar facade cloaked a barrage of cynical
them if they had gone over it line by line, and the National Urban League got assertions, Janus-faced dissembling, and
as we have. We wanted to know whether $400,000. MetLife's in-house printing, charlatanic flimflam mery. Although
they had any doubts about the bill. (After publishing, and graphic-arts units also did Kamen's words were spoken softly, the

all, several members of the National work for the National Urban League at harshness of his message will not soon be
Association of Insurance Commissioners' no charge. Smith College's Ms. Simmons forgot. His testimony marked the open-
mutual-insurance-holding-company didn't join MetLife's board until 1995. ing act of a drama that will shake the
working committee have expressed grave The following year Smith College got mutual-insurance industry to its core. We
concerns about the whole mutual-insur- $110,000 from MetLife. (It's worth noting believe that in the end the interests of
ance-holding-company concept.) that Kamen and Simmons both serve the policyholders will prevail-that the

Although we made repeated efforts to on Pfizer's board, and that Kamen is a cynical custodians of other people's
reach these MetLife directors, not one trustee of Smith. Kamen is also on Beth- money will eventually be discredited
returned our calls. We did, however, hear lehem Steel's board, and Bethlehem's ...which is exactly what happened in the
from a perturbed John Goldstein, Met- chairman and CEO, Curtis Barnette, is on insurance industry during the first decade
Life's media relations manager. "Why are MetLife's board.) of the twentieth century.
you calling everyone?" he asked. We We have no way of knowing whether Mutual insurance holding companies
explained our concerns and, after a pleas- MetLife's corporate largesse affected are an oxymoronic combination-mutual
ant conversation, he said he'd set up Cooney's, Price's, and Simmons' feelings ownership and stock ownership-that
meetings, send us information, answer about Kamen's mutual-insurance-hold- produce irreconcilable conflicts of inter-
questions, and put us in touch with the ing-company bill. We suspect, however, est that will do irreparable harm to policy-
appropriate people. that these donations made them recep- holders. That they have been concocted

That was the last we ever heard of tive to Kamen's point of view. by mutual executives is nothing short of
Goldstein-who thereafter did not return There are other plausible reasons why an outrage. The insurance industry is
our calls-a pity, as we especially wanted a MetLife director might not be opposed already held in contempt, and the actions
to talk to Joan Ganz Cooney of Children's to New York's mutual-insurance-holding- of Kamen and his cohorts will be viewed
Television Workshop, Hugh Price of the company bill. For example, we doubt as scandalous. Coming on the heels of
National Urban League, and Ruth that all of the directors even understand it. deceptive sales practices and abusive
Simmons of Smith College. We thought And we can say with absolute certainty underwriting techniques, mutual-insur-
that as heads of large nonprofit organiza- that they wouldn't understand it if it were ance-holding-company mania will lead to
tions they might be sensitive to Met- explained to them by Harry Kamen. Our a tragic ending that will damage policy-
Life's policyholders. After all, Children's reason for this opinion is Kamen's testi- holders and insurance companies.
Television Workshop, the National Urban mony at the October 8, New York Almost as shameful as the mutual
League, and Smith College don't companies' duplicity has been the
give their officers and directors stock , veil of silence upheld by mutuals
options, and aren't contemplating that don't favor these laws, and by
stock offerings that would cut out Compensation for Harry Kamen, Chairman and CEO of MetLife stock companies, investment bank-
their constituents-not yet, anyway. ing firms, and large insurance agen-

So why would these people Vt_________ cies. With the exception of a handfulapprove of Kamen's stick-it-to-the- $2,500,000 of individuals, no insurance-compa-

policyholders bill? ]ny president, major insurance bro-
First, it's unlikely that they'd be] ker, insurance association, or anyone

serving on any major corporate board 2,000,000 in a position of power at a stock comn-
if they were the sort who questioned pany or mutual has publicly spoken
executive compensation, objected to out against these abusive mutual-
stock-option grants, stood up to man- 1,500,000 insurance-holding-company laws and
agement, or generally raised a ruckus. • 'conversions. And yet, in private,

Second, it's prestigious to be a ,. @many of these same people acknowl-
director of a giant life-insurance com- 1,000,000 iiedge that not only are the mutual-
pany. The pay isn't bad and there are iinsurance-holding-company laws
perks, privileges, and connections to oseriously flawed, but that the conver-
be made. MetLife, for example, is sions that have taken place, or are
generous with its policyholders' 500,000 192 19 94 19 96being proposed, are abusive.
money. In 1996 it supported over 500 With such deafening silence it's
nonprofit organizations. It made more Source: Insurance Forun no wonder the insurance industry is
than $27 million in contributions and ______________________________________ held in scorn. -I-
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The Revolution Will Be Televised site of the 1997 hearings-unveiled an
array of corrupt business practices, con-

A Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall question his motives and view him with flicts of interest, and intimate connections
fear and scorn, using their vast wealth and between the largest New York life insur-P ast and present converged in power to fight him. It's a battle they will ers and the big New York banks and bro-

New York on October 8, 1997, at eventually lose, however, and Adkins kers. As the hearings progressed, it became
14 Vesey Street-a landmark deserves a vote of confidence from any- clear that many directors and officers of the
designed to resemble Philadel- one concerned with fairness and the best insurance companies had abused the trust

phia's Independence Hall-at a public interests of policyholders, of their policyholders to reap undeserved
hearing held by the State Assembly's The New York bill Adkins was oppos- financial gain.
standing committee on insurance. The ing was a legislative technicality: an The Armstrong Investigations revealed,
day's subject was a bill (A.7057-A/S.5628) amendment to Article 79 of the insurance among other things, that the life insur-
that, if passed, would permit mutual life code. Similar amendments have been ance companies had funneled political
insurance companies to restructure \\,, / passed in 15 other states and the contributions to the Republican Party at
themselves as mutual life insurance _ District of Columbia without pub- the state and national levels, justifying
holding companies-hybrids of lic hearings. The ramifications of these on the grounds that it was in their
mutual and stock companies that these acts are just starting to be felt. interest to have federal, rather than state,
steal policyholders' ownership rights As in other venues, New York's bill is supervision of insurance (a wonderful
while permanently entrenching the life- the result of back-door politicking paid irony given the industry's present abhor-
insurers' directors and officers and, for by the state's big mutuals-MetLife, rence of federal regulation).
incredibly, rewarding them with the own- New York Life, Guardian Life, and oth- To fully appreciate the impact of the
ership that now belongs solely to the poli- ers-who have spent millions on contri- Armstrong Investigation, one must
cyholders. butions, lobbying, and legal fees. The remember that many of the protections

That the hearings were held at all was a bill, not surprisingly, is also supported by we now take for granted were considered
testament to the persistence and dedica- insurers' attorneys-Debevoise & Plimp- outrageously radical at that time. In 1905,
tion of one of the industry's unsung heroes, ton, Sidley & Austin, and Lord, Bissell & for example, the U.S. Supreme Court
Jason Adkins, founder of the Center for Brook-who have thus far not been struck down a New York law that amelio-
Insurance Research in Cambridge, struck by lightning when they say, for rated bakers' harsh labor conditions by
Massachusetts. Adkins, a boyish 38-year- example, that policyholders don't "own" limiting their workweek to six 10-hour
old Harvard Law School graduate whose their mutual insurance companies. days. The Court's rationale was that such
patrician good looks belie the soul of an Governor George Pataki, who owes his a law violated individual "freedom of con-
outraged reformer, did not, as did many of position to Senator Alfonse D'Amato, has tract." It would take 33 years and eco-
his classmates, opt for a career at a white- also embraced this perverse restructuring nomic upheaval before the constitutional
shoe law firm. Inspired by Ralph Nader, of the insurance code, as has his novice right to "life, liberty, and property"
for whom he had worked, Adkins formed insurance commissioner, Neil Levin, who included a federal minimum wage-25¢
an organization in a field apt to induce began his career as one of D'Amato's leg- per hour.
yawns at cocktail parties: that of public- islative assistants. Prior to becoming Marquis James, Pulitzer-Prize-winning
interest issues affecting policyholders, insurance commissioner Levin served as historian and Metropolitan Life Insurance
especially mutual policyholders. This was the state's banking superintendent, and Company's authorized biographer (The
not a lucrative career choice, and Adkins, before that was a vice president-but not Metropolitan Life: A Study in Business
who's starting pay was $24,000 a year-no a partner-at Goldman Sachs. (D'Amato's Growth, Viking Press, 1947), wrote of that
benefits--is familiar with constant under- "investing," you may recall, was not trans- era: "Working people remembered the
funding and cheap accommodations. Along acted tbrough Goldman, but with one of long-standing opposition to organized
with a tiny band of devoted associates, he's the nation's sleaziest bucket shops, now- labor; to the eight-hour day; to workmen's
used to scrounging for funds, applying for defunct Stratton Oakmont, which allowed compensation; to the abolition of child
grants, and stretching a buck. His voice is the senator to make $37,000 by day-trad- labor and contract labor; to inspection of
often hoarse, the result of endless phone ing penny-stock IPOs foisted on the pub- mines, factories, and workshops; to the
calling, all-night drafting sessions, and the lic by boiler-room salesmen.) use of public funds for the relief of pri-
ordeal of taking on the entire mutual insur- vate distress in hard times. Certainly the
ance industry and the political forces it has he October 8, 1997 hearings Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
bought. He loves his work and exudes con- I brought almost a century's worth was the avowed champion of none of

stant energy and infectious enthusiasm. of progressive New York regula- those measures"-even though its clients
(As of January, Adkins has been pursuing tion to a full circle: exactly 92 years, one numbered some 5,000,000, the majority
his mission through a law practice, Adkins month, and one day earlier, the landmark of them working-class people who owned
& Kelston.) Armstrong Committee had commenced industrial life policies.

Adkins' work will save policyholders its investigation into the unsavory deal- The turn of the century was also an age
tens-perhaps hundreds-of billions of ings of New York's life-insurance compa- of reform. Muckrakers like Ida Tarbell
dollars. Nonetheless, at this moment he's nies. That investigation, which was held (The History of the Standard Oil Company)
known best by mutual executives wbo at City Hall-just a short walk from the and Upton Sinclair (The Jungle) reshaped
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the public consciousness with their memory could not have retained mastery." Metropolitan also made low-interest
exposes, leading to antitrust enforcement In the end all the dirt was exposed: the loans to its senior executives, which were
and consumer-oriented legislation such as payoffs to judges, lobbyists, and politicians, "parked" with Vermilyea & Company on
the Pure Food and Drug Act and the the outrageous compensation schemes, the December 31, so that they wouldn't be
Meat Inspection Act. intimate and unsavory connections disclosed on year-end financial state-

The event that sparked the Armstrong between Equitable and Kuhn Loeb, and ments. The loans were then repurchased
Investigation was a wildly extravagant New York Life and Morgan. Then, as now, two days later according to terms set in
costume ball given by 28-year-old James the big life insurers were in cahoots with advance.
H. Hyde, who had inherited a controlling each other. New York Life had lent Also exposed were interlocking insur-
interest in Equitable Life. As Vogue recent- Metropolitan Life's president money at a ance directorships among major banks,
ly noted, "this was one of the most splen- 1.5% interest rate; Metropolitan returned fraudulent financial statements, and
did parties of the Golden Age, whose dec- the favor by lending New York Life's pres- secret control of banks and securities
orations simulated the gardens of Ver- ident money on similar terms. firms. As in recent life-insurance sales-
sailles. Against this ersatz prettiness, a
contra dance was given in costume after
the manner of the French court during 0 0 A T

the reign of Louis XIV." The architect -- ----------

Stanford White called it "the most gor- C-anC -
geous affair I ever saw." Marquis James
described it somewhat differently: "The
affair was as garish as anything New York Dizzy New York commissioner
had seen." The wanton extravagance of and daffy MetLife Chairman N,
Hyde's grand bash, the money for which dance cheek to cheek through

had ultimately come from Equitable's and into your hearts!
coffers, led to infighting for control of
Equitable, which led to newspaper head-
lines, which led to a public clamor for
investigation.

The Armstrong Investigations were big

news and received the sort of attention
now reserved for matters like the O.J.
Simpson case. "The press was represent-
ed as at a murder trial," James wrote.
"There were writers, photographers, and
sketch artists." The city's many daily
papers covered the hearings relentlessly, NEIL
vying "to be the first to print each new bit
of evidence." E I

(The October 8, 1997 hearing, by con-
trast, received scant attention. No televi- HARY
sion cameras were in attendance, and
New York City's one remaining daily
broadsheet, The New York Times, devoted SAR O,
less than two columns in the metro sec-
tion to the day's events.) ... " ... " ' - .

The star of the Armstrong Investiga-
tions was Charles Evans Hughes, a spare
43-year-old lawyer with a reddish-brown
beard who was then best known for his • •
investigation into gas rates in New York
City. James wrote that Hughes's examina- , oHrSNS
tion was "courteous, persistent, and pene- "oonD-UUL
trating." Although most witnesses (insur- •1SYTMTYUSYDAAO

ance company officers and directors) were ~"OMSINRB OD
reluctant to talk, Hughes persevered .... " AYPATAKY.YO.SY.A-AHKY
through endless questioning. "This 1 Iwit .......h qstPArCO AYp-~-

method built up, day by day, avoluminous GOV GEO.•[0RG • P ATAKI{] S EN. A L D]'AM ATO S Y S T ER{N BERG
record over which one without Mr. Directed by HARRY KAMEN • A LIFE INSURANCE COUNCIL OF NY PRODUCTION
Hughes's card-index mind and remarkable ___________________________________
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practices scandals, it was revealed that bankers; a few blocks uptown, in reasons why they favored or opposed the
life-insurance-company dividends "fell Tribeca, lofts once inhabited by impecu- bill. The most significant testimony
far short of estimates." Control of many nious artists were now occupied by well- would come from Harry Kamen, chair-
of the life insurance companies was heeled executives. But prosperity had man and CEO of MetLife, and Neil
maintained by the executives through not embraced the urban miasma west of Levin, New York State insurance com-
the abusive use of perpetual proxies. City Hall, and the sense of an earlier, missioner, who would display, respective-

"The public service rendered by Mr. grittier era was as obvious as a port-wine ly, a shocking callousness toward policy-
Hughes had lifted a comparatively stain on a white-linen suit. holders and a startling lack of knowledge.
obscure lawyer into national prominence," Broadway, the main thoroughfare of We shall focus on their comments rather
wrote James. According to the Spectator, lower Manhattan, is not the "great white than on those made by Jason Adkins,
an insurance journal of the day, "the rev- way" of Times Square several miles Ralph Nader, and James Hunt (former
elations he wrung from witnesses aroused uptown, and the side streets-Barclay, Vermont commissioner), who were articu-
a storm of indignation that swept over the Park Place, Murray, and Warren-have late, disinterested opponents of an ill-
country and created a demand for the the look of age and urban decay. conceived bill. Nader, in particular
reorganization of the great life insurance A block north of 14 Vesey stands the slightly disheveled in his trademark drab
companies that could not be resisted." Woolworth Building, an elegant 1913 dark suit and white shirt-delivered a
The Spectator added that although the tower that tapers to a graceful crown. rousing off-the-cuff speech. (David Schiff
proceedings were "sickening," they Like 14 Vesey, it was designed by Cass also testified. Since he's a political neo-
would "prove eventually a blessing to the Gilbert, who was also the architect of phyte who tends to be a bit groggy in the
business of life insurance." New York Life's headquarters, built in morning, he foolishly requested a speaking

Among the reforms to be enacted as a 1928 on the site of the original Madison slot late in the day. By the time he got on,
result were the limitation of expenses, Square Garden. Woolworth's 60-story only one of the 11 committee members
the prohibition of tontine insurance, the "Cathedral of Commerce," once the [Grannis] remained, and the auditorium
standardization of policy forms, the tallest building in New York, is replete was half empty.)
requirement that insurance companies with Gothic details and vaulted mosaic Commissioner Levin kicked off the
file detailed financial reports, the incep- ceilings. It still dwarfs most of the sur- proceedings by giving his version of
tion of triennial examinations, and the rounding buildings. reality. He testified that the bill was dri-
institution of new elections with wider A few blocks west, at 101 Murray yen by "modern market forces which
policyholder participation. Street, stands the College of Insurance, dictate that if a mutual company is pre-

Hughes's triumph paved the way for an odd concrete mdlange of Bauhaus and cluded from opportunities for growth
him to become governor of New York in Moderne that houses the best insurance if demutualization is the only option
1906, Associate Justice of the U.S. library in the world-a gift of Shelby then those market forces will overtake
Supreme Court in 1910, Republican can- Cullom Davis and his wife Kathryn (for the mutual insurer and the long-term
didate for president in 1916, and Chief more on Davis see "Grandfather Knows results for New York's mutual policy-
Justice of the U.S. from 1930 to 1941. Best," Schiff's, June 1994). Two blocks holders would not be favorable." He

The Armstrong Investigations also led east, at 59 Murray, is New York Dolls, proceeded to describe the bill, making
to the mutualizations of Prudential and downtown's "#1 adult establishment," several mistakes along the way. He even
Metropolitan in 1915, and of Equitable whose featured performers, among them went so far as to state that "the bill pre-
Life in 1925. Haley Fiske, who became Heather Hooters and Plenty Uptop, vents any attempt by the officers and
Metropolitan's president in 1919 at the have little in common with such leg- directors to gain any meaningful control
age of 67, called Metropolitan's mutual- endary ecdysiasts as Gypsy Rose Lee of the company" -a ludicrous remark
ization the "crowning act" in the compa- and Sally Rand. since the officers and directors and
ny's evolution. In 1917, at a gathering of Into this seedy neighborhood of dis- already control the company.
the company's field managers, he issued count stores, bargain suppliers, 19th cen- Levin, who has said he'd prefer to see
a powerful statement long since forgot tury cast-iron buildings, wholesale out- the 50 state-insurance regulators replaced
by the top echelons at MetLife: he lets, and novelty purveyors streamed a by one mediocre federal regulator (a job
declared Metropolitan to be "not pri- horde of mutual-insurance-company for which he is well qualified), has already
manily an insurance company; it is a executives and their lawyers. (In fact, developed a reputation in Albany as an
public institution." many mutual-insurance-company execu- unbearable boss, and insurance-depart-

tives are lawyers.) ment employees speak of "doing time inO ctober 8, 1997 was a cool morn- The hearing was chaired by Alexander Levin-worth."

ing, and the area just west of "Pete" Grannis, a Democrat who through- Thus began the exchange between
City Hall, where the state out his 22-year career in the state assem- Pete Grannis and Neil Levin. [We have

assembly's mutual-insurance-holding- bly has taken a keen interest in insur- excerpted the following from the day's
company hearings were being held, ance. Over the course of the day, numer- testimony and have edited participants'
lacked the gleam of prosperity prevalent ous speakers would appear before Grannis statements.]
in some other parts of New York City. (who is knowledgeable and impressive) Grannis began. "You talked about
On Wall Street, to the south, limousines and the other committee members (most whether or not policyholders are owners
lined the curbs, waiting for investment of whom are far less informed), and give of mutual companies. Your view is that
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they are not. If they don't own the com-
pany, who does?" panwhooosHOUSE OF INSIUIRANCE,

"I would tell you this was the same 4O
legal debate that goes on in the world of "The Best Insurance Stuff Money Can Buy

mutuality and thrifts," Levin replied. "We-
can get into a debate on law. I think the The Coral Re Papers $30
truth of the matter is that this shouldn't Coral Re is a tiny Barbados reinsurer that AIG

even be a subject for argument because • created and then ceded $1 billion of business.
we are treating it as though it's a legal L The Coral Re Papers include the Delaware Insur-

right." #Ay granddaddy once told me that if ance Department's report on the Lexington
rght."So, iyo viyou develop a reputation for getting up Insurance Company's involvement with Coral,

own the company." v early, you can sleep all day. He was also Coral's 1987-1993 financial statements, and

oW elln aaitiscabaruebth fond of say. that, no one ever went three articles from Schiff' Insurance Observer that
oWell again, this can be argued both yt created a stir.

ways, and I've seen this in my selling the est insurance stu at Hank Greenberg doesn't want you to read
ence the cheapest prices. this. So buy it now because supplies are limited

"I'm asking for your view, because Here at Mr. Pig's House of Insurance, "Myth vs. Reality" $10
your view will be critically important in we live by that credo. We buy the best A Critique of Conseco's Standards
analyzing these plans should they come insurance stuff by the truckload and pass of Accounting and Accountability

before you." our savings along to friends like you. A lot By Abraham Briloff
Read the words that Conseco tried to silence!"I will tell you that my view is that of people ask us how we can give away I t,, , •, ~Briloff, the noted professor and authordset

policyholders have a contractual relation- "The complete Schiff Insurance Observer" Conseco's clever accounting practices and hot-
ship whh c pfor only $135. Well, to tell you the truth, tom-line boosters in a searing, albeit somewhat

package of rights to elect directors," said even I don't know exactly how we do it! technical, analysis. Forty-one pages of hard-hit-

Levin, neglecting to mention that most As always, we thank you kindly for ting information.

policyholders don't even receive ballots, your patronage. And don't forget, if you're The "Auto Insurance
and that it is virtually impossible for ever in Insuranceville, Kentucky, stop in Report" Yearbook $395

them to elect anyone other than the can- at our brand new factory-outlet store. Produced by Auto Insurance Report, this tome
ddthes nom tedt bnyoe other board.he"Iawill provides a comprehensive summary of the auto
didates nominated by the board. "I will AP4o V14 insurance market in all fifty states and D.C.
tell you that they have beneficial rights. Complete with regulatory and legislative
Without getting into the legal policy as to Freviews, market share and profitability data, and
who owns the company, I will tell you it's Insurance Companyis s more. Over 300 pages of information.

my belief that their rights confer upon By The Subcommittee on Oversight and The complete
them ownership of the mutual insurance Investigations of the Committee on Energy and "Schiff's Insurance Observer" 1

Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives "his Insurace Observer $135holding company." Thi 199 clsi isadlgtulrm.hog This package traces the Observer from its hum-
This 1990 classic is a delightful romp through

"I'm trying to find out who you think the sleazy nether world of the insurance busi- ble origin to its glorious present. A must for all
.... .... . .. serious collectors. Nine years of iconoclastic

owns the mutual before it gets to the ness. The failures of the Mission, Transit, Integ- .insu ce Nay e beatk hs ic a
. .... . . ' . insurance analyses, breathtaking hsoia

mutual insurance holding company!" rity, and Anglo-American insurance companies
get plenty of play. A must-read in preparation for pieces, and prescient ponderings. (Caveat emp-

"W cul sythortialyth plitor: the first few issues were really terril.
the next round of insurance company insolven-

cyh old ers.'  cies. 76 pages of fun.
Grannis persisted. "But under this bill To order, either call us with your American Express information

the mutual insurance holding company A.M. Best Deposed $69 or send a check or American Express information to

can sell 49% of its insurance company, C. Burton Kellogg, Best's senior vice president, Schiff's Insurance Observer
p , describes the behind-the-scenes rating process 300 Central Park West, Suite 4Hand the policyholders are entitled to vir- in a fascinating and revealing 207-page deposi- New York, NY 10024

tually nothing." tion. (An excerpt appeared in the November (212) 724-2000 Fax (212) 712-1999

"Well, they get subscription rights," 1994 issue of Schiff's Insurance Observer.) [NY renidents add 8.25% sales taxi

Levin blundered. (In fact, there's no such

guarantee.) "The bill says that when 49% ing company, in any event. The whole actions reasonably incident thereof."
of the insurer or some of these intermedi- purpose of the proposed structure is to "Under your proposal," Grannis said,
ate holding companies are sold pub- have assets and value downstream of the "policyholders would be given subscrip-
licly-that cash, that value, goes some- mutual insurance holding company, all tion rights to buy something they already
where. It goes upstream to the mutual the while allowing the directors and offi- own. If they're the owners and are given
insurance holding company, which we cers to maintain control through the subscription rights to buy what they
just said the policyholders own 100% of." mutual insurance holding company. The already own-but don't have any cash--

Levin was wrong again. The policy- bill explicitly states that the mutual they can't afford to buy what they already
holders' "membership interests" don't insurance holding company "shall not be own."
give them any way to get at that "value" authorized to conduct any business other "Again, the policyholders have com-
to which he referred, and it's unlikely than that of a holding company, except plete ownership," insisted Levin. "They
that money from a public offering would for the acquisition, ownership, manage- have nor lost any value. When they get
go upstream to the mutual insurance hold- ment and disposition of its assets and all subscription rights, they don't have to
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exercise those rights-the value accrues basis-is also not necessarily in the poli- There was a draft bill which had come
in the mutual insurance holding compa- cyholders' interests." from an industry working group. As the
ny, and they still have 100% ownership. Of course, if the mutuals fully demu- industry can tell you, I personally got
Their ownership value is in no way tualized by giving policyholders-who involved in the sessions. The only out-
undermined or diminished." own the company-all the shares in the sider we brought in was when we got

The logic of Grannis's point was lost converted insurers, then the insurance into corporate governance: Ira Millstein,
on Levin. If, as Levin stated, the sub- companies wouldn't have any "excess from Weil Gotshal & Manges, a nation-
scription rights do have value, then poli- capital" to lug around: they would be ally recognized figure on corporate gov-
cyholders who can't afford to exercise stock companies with balance sheets ernance."

their subscription rights-or simply Ira Millstein is indeed an elder states-
don't want to put up more money-are, _ man of the corporate-governance move-
in fact, losing something. On the other ment, and is best known for his role in
hand, if Levin's other statement is cor- the boardroom coup at General Motors
rect-that policyholders aren't losing "You're not confident that that resulted in the ouster of chairman
anything by not exercising their sub- life insurance companies can and CEO, Robert Stempel.
scription rights-then that can only be handle themselves in the We recently called Millstein to ask
true if the subscription rights don't have free market?" Assemblyman what input he provided Levin, how
value. And, if that's the case, then poli- Grannis asked Commissioner much time he put in, and how much he
cyholders are indeed receiving nothing Levin, an alumnus of got paid. He didn't call us back, but we'd
in the mutual-insurance-holding-compa- Goldman Sachs, a bastion of be mighty surprised if a man like
ny-conversion and subsequent IPO. free-market exponents. Millstein-a champion of accountability-

It was early in the day, but the com- thinks that it is proper for a company's
missioner's exasperating answers made owners to have no say whatsoever in
us long for a lunch break. identical to the ones they already have. electing the board of directors. And yet

Grannis tried a different tack. "Who Grannis asked a simple question, that's the situation at virtually all mutual
do you consider your constituents in this "Are you aware of any companies that insurance companies. And there sat Nel
process?" have done badly for their shareholders Levin, avowed champion of "policyhold-

"Policyholders and consumers are the since they demutualized?" ers and consumers," advocating a depar-
primary concern. We attempted to There are, of course, some obscure ture from an already bad tradition that
empower policyholders," said Levin, in mutuals that have experienced less- would imperil policyholders and emascu-
what was surely his most astonishing than-stellar results after demutualiza- late what little nongovernmental protec-
assertion, "but mutuality is not necessar- tion, but Levin didn't seem know that, tion they have.
ily in their best interest, nor is full so he wallowed away: "Full demutual- Assemblyman Ivan Lafayette, who
demutualization. We have to recognize ization-to all of a sudden take a com- once ran for the board of a mutual savings
that mutuality doesn't guarantee you're pany that has not been exposed to mar- bank as an insurgent candidate, raised an
going to have the best management and ket discipline and to give it a huge capi- important issue-that under the bill a
the best decision making. It also doesn't tal injection and say, 'You are forced to mutual-insurance-holding-company con-
mean you're going to be the most effi- confront institutional investors and equi- version could be approved by just two-
cient operator. If these mutual insurers ty analysts, and deploy your capital other- thirds of the policyholders who vote,
are truly handicapped, we will ultimate- wise your share price is going to get rather than two-thirds of all policyhold-
ly create dinosaurs, because they will be beaten down'-I don't know if that's in ers, or even a majority of policyholders.
unable to grow with the times." the best interests of the policyholders." "We wrestled with this," said Levin.

Levin didn't explain how mutuals "You're not confident that they can "We've looked at all the ways we could
such as State Farm, Prudential, handle themselves in the free market?" possibly make communication meaning-
MetLife, Northwestern, and others have Grannis asked the commissioner, an ful and could make the vote representa-
managed to become so large and suc- alumnus of Goldman Sachs, a bastion of tive of the policyholders' feelings. We did
cessful without any external capital. free-market exponents. as much as we could on the corporate

Levin continued. "With full demutu- "Some can, some can't. Some compa- governance side--beefing up the use of
alization," of which he is apparently no nies are going to want to be all things to outside directors. But the problem is,
fan, "one lesson the financial communi- all people. Others are going to be niche insurance regulation is very paternalistic,
ty learned in the 1980s is that there is players. Others are going to want to affil- especially when it comes to mutual insur-
nothing worse than having financial iate across industry lines," said Levin, ance companies. It's basically grown up
institutions lugging around capital that who had clearly mastered the buzzwords as though policyholders are not capable
they do not know how to deploy, that insurance executives spout to the of making decisions for themselves."

"So to force life insurance companies callow greenhorns who work for big Those who remember Leffert Holz's
to fully demutualize--to lug around sur- money-management firms. memo to Averell Harriman--those who
plus equity capital that they don't neces- "Can I ask who you consulted in understand the behind-the-scenes politi-
sarily need but will be forced to deploy putting this bill together?" said Grannis. cal maneuvering--know that the laws
on a less-than-timely-and-strategic "I arrived on the job on April 7. have been drafred to insulate the man-
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agements of mutual insurers, not to vote-in uncontested elections. But Northwestern doesn't stop there.
empower the policyholders. In the case of How does it do this? Through communi- It includes a four-page "Report of the
true mutuality-where a company "exists cation. Every year each Northwestern pol- 1996 Policyowners Examining Commit-
solely to serve the insurance needs of [its] icyholder receives an annual report, proxy tee." This committee is composed of out-
policyholders," as the National Associa- statement, and proxy card. Northwest- side policyholders who are allowed to
tion of Mutual Insurance Companies suc- ern's 1996 annual report is 24 pages. It "make an independent and completely
cinctly puts it-then perhaps it is not so includes a description of the company, a unrestricted evaluation of the company's
bad to insulate management. But once financial summary, a letter from the presi- operations, management, and strategic
mutuality has been breached-whether dent, information about agents and poli- plans." The 1996 committee, for exam-
by a mutual insurance holding company cyholders, three pages describing finan- ple, included Sarah Jewel, executive vice
or by a downstream stock company in cial results, and two pages showing the president of Washington Mutual Bank
which management (or anyone else) is company's income statement and balance (the nation's largest thrift, with $100 bil-
permitted to have an equity interest- sheet along with relevant charts. The lion of assets) and four other qualified
then such insulation and lack of account- report lists all 25 trustees (directors), only individuals.
ability are intolerable, two of whom are company employees. Jewell, by the way, is not a typical cor-

Levin continued. "You know, every- Since Northwestern is a mutual, none of porate director. An avid hiker, she serves
body gets the right to vote," he said, its trustees own stock in the company or on the board of REI, a cooperative that
ignoring the fact that a negligible percent- its subsidiaries. The proxy pamphlet sells outdoor gear. She's also on the
age of policyholders receive ballots or gives a brief description of the qualifica- boards of Blue Cross of Alaska, a nonprof-
proxies. "The challenge is: 'How do you tions of the persons proposed by the it health insurer, and Washington Water &
get people to actually exercise their right board for election as trustees. The annual Power, a billion-dollar utility. For five
to vote?' One of the things we require report also advises policyholders that "if days she and the other members of the
here is that a statement on the plan be you are interested in a more detailed Policyowners Examining Committee vis-
mailed to all policyholders, report on the company's financial condi- ited Northwestern, reviewing and analyz-

"We are trying to figure out how to tion, we will be happy to send you a copy ing it in depth.
take an environment with policyholders of the company's Consolidated Financial We asked Jewell why she took vacation
who either aren't enfranchised or don't Statements." time to examine her life insurance com-
feel that they are enfranchised, pany-for no compensation. "It
and make them feel enfran- gives one a tremendous insight
chised in this process." Levin into how a successful company
didn't bother to explain how is run," she responded. "How
they got disenfranchised in the does one address the issues of
first place. "I understand what growth and competition when
the rub is: two-thirds of those . you don't have the stock-market
who vote. But how do you make . . gun to your head? Any opportu-
policyholders-who have a his- . nity to get insight into a success-
tory of not voting-vote? Can ful management team is worth
we fine them if they don't vote? my time.
I mean, what can you do?" "It's notewort

Levin explained the mecha- Northwestern's management
nism that would purportedly really understands that it serves
keep the system honest and pro- at the pleasure of its policy-vide protection for policyhold- holders. The purpose of the

ers: "We've got enough class• Examining Committee is to
action attorneys out there who! make sure that it stays true to
will be waiting around and that mission." Jewell agreed that
watching to see if independent• ta mutual insurance holding
directors fulfill their duties. But company-in which the direc-
my point is, short of imposing a tors, officers, and employees
fine on policyholders for not vot- owned shares in a downstream
ing, I don't know how you make subsidiary-would create a
them vote."~ "...conflict of interest."

We suggest that Levin make a .... Levin's assertions notwith-
study of what is perhaps the ... •IIL'4 standing, Northwestern has
finest mutual insurance compa- .... /•%., proven that policyholders wi/i
ny in America-Northwestern vote when given meaningful
Mutual, "The Quiet Coin- "The motion has been made and seconded that we give information about material
pany®,"' which annually gets ourselves a raise in salary. All those in favor say 'Aye.'" transactions that affect them.
about 25% of its policyholders to Drawing by Peter Arno; © 1949 The New Yorker Magazine, Inc. The reason New York's bill per-
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mits a conversion to be approved by only After introducing himself, Kamen advantage when stock prices are greatly
two-thirds of the votes cast is simple: made one thing perfectly clear: "I am not inflated-as we think they are today. A
mutual insurance companies would have a robber baron. I learned a lot of the busi- stock company can buy with inflated
a hell of a time getting a majority of poli- ness from Dick Shinn [the former chair- stock by paying with its own inflated
cyholders to vote for something that's so man], who is not a robber baron." stock."
bad for them. As Joseph Belth, editor of Kamen said he supported Neil Levin's Kamen listed several recent multibil-
the indispensable Insurance Forum writes, statements. Then he attempted to lion-dollar deals in which companies were
"The mutual-insurance-holding-company debunk an estimate made earlier by Jason acquired at sizable multiples of book
concept is fundamentally flawed. If [the] Adkins that the average MetLife policy- value, noting that "not only do these illus-
implications were disclosed to and under- holder could receive $3,000 worth of trate the power of stock as an acquisition
stood by the policyowners... we think stock upon a full demutualization. "We, currency, but they also show what acquisi-
most [of them] would vote against the of course, hadn't been asked and hadn't tions cost these days." Yet moments
reorganization. On the other hand, if made an examination, but just dividing before, he had contended that MetLife, a
strong safeguards that are not present in our $12 billion of capital into our giant life-insurance and financial-services
existing and proposed laws were added to 12,000,000 participating policyholders, I company, was only worth the value of its
protect the ownership interests of policy- believe that a more correct figure would capital.
owners, we think prospective sharehold- be less than $1,000, on average." Kamen then switched tactics and made
ers would be reluctant to invest in the Kamen's words did not sit well with us. a political appeal. "If we do not have the
reorganized enterprise." [Belth won the We suspect that there would be no short- flexibility that the mutual-insurance-
George Polk Award-one of holding-company law will
journalism's highest honors- give us, we may find that in
in 1990. His writings comprise GETMET. ITP.A the ongoing worldwide
the most important body of IDMetifer industry consolidation,
journalistic work on the life MetLife and the other mutu-
insurance industry. We urge als in New York will end up
anyone with even the slightest behind the competition
interest in insurance to read instead of in front of it. That
The Insurance Forum. Sub- would not be good for us. It
scriptions are dirt cheap-$75 would not be good for our
per year. The publication's R' P ;,f policyholders. And I submit
address is P.O. Box 245, it would not be good for the
Elletsville, IN 47429. The State of New York or the
phone number is (812) 876- City of New York. The con-

6502. Tell them Old Man "=--'-- • tinued viability of the mutu-
Schiff sent you.] al life industry is important

Levin summed up. "This to New York State. These
bill, as currently configured, ________ _companies generate tax rev-
provides the most protections enues, they employ thou-
to policyholders as compared to pure age of suitors for MetLife at a price equal sands of New Yorkers, and they stimulate
mutuality or full demutualization." Then to two or three times its $12 billion of cap- economic activity that sustains jobs for
he cut short his testimony at the most ital. Aegon, AIG, General Electric Credit, many thousands more.
important New York public hearing on ING, Travelers, and others would no "MetLife has more than 10,000
insurance in 92 years by saying, "Mr. doubt be eager to acquire MetLife using employees in this state, and over $3.6 bil-
Chairman, I unfortunately have to leave their stock as currency. Such a deal would lion invested in real estate and residential
for a prior commitment," and turned the be tax-free for MetLife's policyholders and commercial loans in New York," said
microphone over to the deputy superin- and would probably be accretive for the Kamen, as if that justified anything.
tendent, Greg Serio. acquirer. In fact, if the acquirer were to Kamen did not tell the committee that

"downsize" MetLife by, say, giving Harry last year more than 80% of MetLife's pre-A couple of hours later it was Harry Kamen--who is a lawyer, not an actuary miums came from outside New York. Nor
/• Kamen' s turn to speak. He had or insurance salesman-a pink slip, that are we aware that a MetLife agent has

kthe misfortune of following Ralph alone would create $62.5 million in mar- ever told a potential policyholder that
Nader, which is akin to taking the stage in ket value (Kamen's $2.5 million in com- jobs in New York would take precedence
Vegas after Wayne Newton has done a pensation times GE's multiple of 25). over that policyholder's interests.
four-hour gig. Responding to Nader's Kamen 's comments virtually acknowl- Harry Kamen switched back into the
challenge to a televised debate, Kamen edged this: "Our stockholder-owned com- "mutual" mode. "At MetLife, our policy-
joked that "having just heard his edo- petitors, who have access to the equity holders have always been mng et's
quence, I'm not sure a televised public markets, can raise more capital more read- number one concern, and their fair and
debate would provide a level playing field ily. Also, they can use stock instead of equitable treatment our top priority."
for me. cash to pay for acquisitions. This is a keen As for the conflict of interest created by
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allowing management and the public to controlled the most important New York their ears-MetLife is considering a spe-
own stock (while policyholders are stuck "public authorities," conceived the pro- cial dividend to policyholders as one of
with "membership interests"), Kamen ject and, under the guise of "slum clear- the options, should we convert to a mutu-
explained that away: "We already serve a ance," used his vast influence to con- al insurance holding company and suc-
variety of constituencies." demn 18 city blocks to make way for it. cessfully raise capital in the marketplace."

He proceeded to enumerate these con- He arranged huge tax abatements Such generosity! Kamen was
stituencies. Although he had the decency for Metropolitan Life, which "considering" giving policyhold-
to list policyholders first, he quickly would "finance" and own the pro- ers what-by an implied
plunged into the twilight zone: "We have ject. Marquis James's history of covenant-they already owned!
bondholders who purchased our surplus Metropolitan explains that "ordi- Kamen, of course, didn't discuss
notes in the amount of $2.5 million, and narily it would have been impossible to the size of the special dividend, how it
we have to pay them interest and princi- acquire such a huge tract of land in the would be accomplished, or whether it
pal when they are due." heart of the city at a price within reason." could be accomplished.

Kamen calling MetLife's bondholders With Moses's help, it was possible. Kamen's kind words for the bill that
"constituents" is like a gambler calling his The critic Lewis Mumford described could allow MetLife's directors officers,
loan shark a constituent. The rights of Stuyvesant Town's stark 13- and 14-story and employees to hit the stock-option
MetLife's creditors are spelled out in red-brick boxes as "police-state architec- jackpot did not stop there. "In fact," he
indentures, and are subordinate to the ture." Although the majority of the 12,000 continued, "the mutual-insurance-hold-
rights of policyholders. Payment of inter- residents evicted from 18 condemned ing-company structure crystallizes the
est and principal on MetLife's surplus blocks were blacks and Puerto Ricans, value that policyholders have in the com-
notes can only be made with the prior Metropolitan's chairman, Frederick pany through the holding of stock." If
approval of New York's superintendent of Ecker, insisted that only white married that were true-if the value of the mem-
insurance. Kamen, the co-author of couples be allowed to live in the rent-con- bership rights was so crystal clear-why
"Commentaries on Debenture Inden- trolled housing built with state and city hadn't Kamen lobbied for a law in which a
tures," is well aware of this, and, in fact, is subsidies. mutual's directors, officers, and employ-
quite a wrangler as a bondholder. In the "Mr. Ecker told a newspaper reporter ees owned membership rights, rather than
1980s, MetLife sued RJR Nabisco when that no provision had been made for stock? These membership rights could be
its bonds declined in value after a man- Negro tenants," wrote James, "since he on terms similar to those belonging to
agement-led LBO proposal. Although the believed that would be 'to the detriment policyholders: they could be nontransfer-
Atlanta Constitution reported that court of the city.. .because it would depress all able, nonsalable, non-dividend-paying,
papers revealed that MetLife had made a the surrounding property."' Metropol- and they could disappear when their
"confidential study" concluding "that itan's policy was upheld in the courts, owner left the company or died. (One can
covenants with bondholders did not pre- although laws forbidding such discrimina- easily surmise why such a non-security
vent RJR from accepting" such a proposal, tion were subsequently passed. wouldn't be too appealing to Kamen or
Kamen argued that, the language of the As for Kamen's supposed 30,000 "con- anyone else.)
covenant notwithstanding, the RJR buy- stituents" in Stuyvesant Town and Peter As for a full demutualization-giving
out violated an "implied covenant." Cooper Village, if they're like most New 100% of the stock to the policyholders

At the October 8,1997 hearing, Kamen Yorkers, they can't stand their landlord, that, according to Kamen, is fraught with
didn't utter a word about his "implied Until recently Stuyvesant Town wasn't pitfalls. "It's time consuming, it's very
covenant" to run MetLife for the sole wired for air conditioning, and its tenants costly, it can divert management attention
benefit of its policyholders, have battled MetLife over rent increases. from the day-to-day business of running

Instead, he said that "in New York City So much for Kamen's "constituents." the company, but more importantly, it is
alone we have 30,000 residential tenants Kamen then flipped on the "mutual" an all-or-nothing proposition with all val-
at Peter Cooper Village and Stuyvesant switch, assuring the committee that poli- ues fixed at a single point in time." He
Town. They are a very demanding group cyholders would "continue to be our cited the example of Equitable's smaller
of tenants, and we have to provide them number-one priority for as long as we policyholders, who received cash rather
with excellent service, maintenance, and retain the mutual form of organization in than shares which subsequently appreci-
improvements. They are another con- the form of a mutual life insurance com- ated. But isn't cash preferable to a nebu-
stituent group." pany or a mutual insurance holding com- lous membership interest?

To anyone who knows a bit of history, pany." Pete Grannis-who is far more patient
those words were sickening. In the first Kamen returned to the specifics of the than we-had some questions. "What is
place, Stuyvesant Town and Peter Cooper bill. "Several Assembly members asked the demographic profile of your cus-
Village are investments, just like any other whether anything of value would be tomers?"
piece of property, loan, bond, or stock received by policyholders at the time of "The bulk of them are middle-market,
MetLife owns. conversion and the raising of new capital, non-wealthy people," replied Kamen.

Stuyvesant Town was built in 1943 other than subscription rights. This is not "Who," Grannis prompted, "would be
under the aegis of Robert Moses, The and should not be required in the bill. less apt to take advantage of a subscrip-
Power Broher of Robert Caro's Pulitzer- "Now, confidentially-and I would ask nion right offered to them."
Prize-winning biography. Moses, who my competitors here in this room to cover "I think the overwhelming majority of
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our policyholders would be in an eco- requires that policyholders receive "a true holders-with policyholders' votes we:ghted
nomic position to participate." and correct copy of the plan, or a summa- based on the value of their policies.

Grannis cited the experience of past ry thereof, approved by the superinten- Perhaps nothing is more telling than
mutual-insurance-company subscription- dent, and such other explanatory informa- MetLife's annual report, which is only
rights offerings. "Virtually none of the tion as the superintendent shall approve sent to policyholders (or others) who

policyholders exercised their rights." or require." request it. The 1991 report was addressed
Kamen, incredibly, expressed surprise To date there have been less than ten "To Our Policyholders." The 1992 report

at this fact. "Certainly all the mutual mutual-insurance-holding-company was addressed "To Our Policyholders and
holding company policyholders I know in "information statements," and those have MetLife Associates." Since 1993-the
New York City would be very interested had an alarming tendency to omit materi- year Harry Kamen became chairman and
in subscription rights in an IPO because al risk factors and potential adverse CEO-the report has been addressed "To
of the almost immediate increase in effects that might occur as a result of the Our Customers and MetLife Associates."
value." Of course, the policyholders of reorganizations. In fact, they have gener- Contrast that with Northwestern's annual
Kamen's acquaintance probably live with- ally contained misleading language along report, which is addressed to "Dear
in walking distance of his Park Avenue the following line: "The plan will not in Fellow Policyowners."
apartment, and may, like Kamen, have any way increase premiums or contribu- MetLife can adorn its ads and
second homes near the beach on Long tions, or diminish policy benefits, values, brochures with the lovable Peanuts char-
Island's east end. guarantees or other policy obligations." acters; it can donate huge sums of its poli-

As for the "almost immediate increase Such all-encompassing inherently unknow- cyholders' money to charitable causes;
in value"-that has been due in large part able guarantees are unusual in SEC fil- but its words and political actions speak
to something one would hope MetLife ings-so unusual, in fact, that we don't louder than its billions. The policyholders
would not want to participate in: the recall ever seeing anything remotely like aren't really thought of as owners, they
underpricing and abusive nature of the that in any of the thousands of prospect- are, as Kamen puts it, "customers."
IPOs for mutual insurers (and for mutual uses, 10-Ks, or offering memorandums
savings & loans) rather than some magic we've read. A pundit once said, "nothing is ille-
inherent to all IPOs. An SEC document would usually be A gal if 100 businessmen do it."

Finally, Grannis expressed concern written this way: "Although the board of L America's mutual insurers can
about the sort of information MetLife directors believes the plan is in the best join together in a conspiracy; they can
would provide policyholders before they interests of the company, there can be no hire the fanciest lawyers and place lobby-
voted on their company's proposed reor- assurance that the plan will not increase ists in every state capitol; but in the end,
ganization as a mutual insurance holding premiums, diminish benefits, reduce val- their audacious mutual-insurance-hold-
company. ues..." This would probably be followed ing-company maneuvers will backfire.

Kamen's response, although he appar- by a host of "risk factors" or "investment Before too long their affronts to decency,
ently didn't realize it, was a stinging indict- considerations." And, of course, the cover fairness, and mutuality itself will unleash
ment of New York's bill as well as of reor- of the prospectus would be emblazoned a wave of rage and a sense of betrayal that
ganizations (or proposed reorganizations) with a warning in bold type. will explode in front-page headlines,
such as those of Ameritas, AmerUs, FCCI, Most importantly, no SEC prospectus exposes, and-yes-national hearings.

and Principal Mutual: "I think our lawyers would be accompanied by a letter from We can picture 60 Minutes' Mike

would make sure that we're complete and the issuing company urging that one pur- Wallace ambushing Kamen before a

open in the disclosure," he said. "We would chase the securities. Principal Mutual's national audience ("Mr. Kamen, you

view thatjust like an SEC disclosure." information statement, however, is pre- made $2.5 million last year. Why is it that
New York's bill does not even come ceded by a 6-page letter from the chair- you deserve stock options, but that the

close to such a requirement, nor do the man, in which the following phrases are policyholders-who own MetLife--don't
laws of any other state. New York's bill accentuated in oversized bold type: "ben- deserve anything?). We envision mutual

efits for you," commitment to mutuality," directors being grilled in Washington by a
"increases our flexibility," and "enhan- latter-day Charles Evans Hughes, theSCH I F S cels] our financial strength." In the steady gaze of network cameras capturing

upside-down world of mutual insurance each embarrassing moment.
, I N uS U R A N • E 0 .B S BV holding companies, dubious benefits are But before all that comes to pass--
Th world ,'mostdageous insuanc pub.....icaotlon highlighted in bold, while material risks before it's too late--we want to say some-

~ '' To:that would cause policyholders to vote thing that Clint Eastwood's Dirty Harry
We've MvovedcTo "no"~ aren't even disclosed in fine print! might have said to Harry Kamen: "The

3oCentral Park West, Suite 4H If Harry Kamen--a lawyer who, pre- Magnum .45 of fairness and public opin-
30sumably, is well versed in corporate ion is cocked and pointed at your head.

New York, NY 10024 finance and securities law--really wanted The only unknown is whether there's a

Telephone: (212) 724-2000 to make sure that policyholders got a fair bullet left in the chamber. So think about
Fax: (212) 7I2-I999 shake, he'd have seen to it that New York's it long and hard, and ponder this ques-
david@insuranceobserver.com bill required full SEC disclosure and the d~on: 'Do you feel lucky, Harry? Do you

approval of at least a majority of policy- feel lucky?"'" --
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